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 port 2 is now available on the website, vstportal.com in the […] In November 2009, the DAW City 2009 was launched. In
2011, VSTPlugins.com has launched the Best of VST Plugin award, which is published by VstPlugins.com together with the
developers of the nominated plugins. Last year, the two nominees were “Logic Pro” and “Cubasis”. […] Two days ago, ReR
Anima, a new software synthesizer plugin for Cubase has been released. The plugin has been written by Magnus Koller and
features synth-like sounds by combining the FM-synthesis with the classic analog waveforms. “This makes it possible to get

sounds […] Kontakt 5 is the fifth major release of this hugely popular Kontakt sample player and virtual instrument. The main
feature of this release is a redesigned user interface and new features for Kontakt 4 users. You can expect to see and feel a

much improved […]## Maintainers * [Geraint Rees]( * [Hans van Slooverbeek]( * [Raul Lopez]( ## Versioning This project
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uses [semantic versioning 2.0.0]( For more information, please visit the [semver.org]( ## Release Notes You can find the list of
changes for each release in its [changelog]( ## The Kernel of This Project The core of the project is a framework. It is based on

the MIT [Kernel for Handle Messages]( The Kernel will deal with * HTTP * TLS * Kerberos 5 * HTTP/2 And there will be
more protocols to support later. ## How to Install The easiest way to install this project is to use [Homebrew]( or [NPM](
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